I found 3/4" galv. pipe 18" above the ground. Along side is a 3"x4" post 10" above the ground Mkd. 3/5 S. on south and 4/5 S. on North sides. It is not the original post.

I found a rotted hemlock stump, S.50°W., 17 Lks. with marks rotted away. A yellow tin is on the stump marked; "Do Not Destroy."

The N.E. BT is in its proper bearing and distance but all marks are rotted away.

I marked 2 new BTs:
FIR AEO 10' 47
5" pine, S.69°30' E., 19 Lks. Mkd. 4/5 S. 17 BT
4" fir, N.59°30' E., 26 Lks. Mkd. X BT

witnesses: Wayne Abbey
Bill Meitsman
by Leonard Whitmore
Tillamook Co. Deputy Surveyor
4-11-63

8 9
1/2 Corner between secs. 8-9
Original Monument 4"x4" post
Original Witnesses:
14" hemlock, S.40°W., 15 Lks. Mkd. 4/5 BT
16" fir, N.54°E., 12 Lks. Mkd. 4/5 BT

I found 3" x 3" squared fir limb 24" above ground. Not the original post.

Found a fallen 16" hemlock, S.40°W., 15 Lks with scribe marks showing but not legible.

Found a location post on a 16" fir, N.80°W., 11 1/2 ft. by M. Whitmore 9-1-59. This corner was found then by compass and chain.

I marked two new BTs:
50" snag, S.40°E., 35 Lks. Mkd. 4/59 BT
16" dead fir, N.81°30'W., 18 Lks. Mkd. 4/58 BT

witnesses: Wayne Abbey
by Leonard Whitmore
Tillamook Co. Deputy Surveyor
4-12-63